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Cooper Expected To hm Wooster
It is now more improbable than ever that Burton Cooper of the department of Re-
ligion will remain at The College of Wooster after the year-ha- s ended. This has become
more definite since Mr. Cooper declined to accept his terms of contract renewal (another
year as an instructor witn a
informed Cooper that the College
is now free to search for possible
replacements for Cooper from the
outside.
Actually, such replacements have
been considered as far back as
November, perhaps even earlier.
In a special meeting in his living
room with the religion majors,
CCA President Jeff Mclntyre, and
VOICE Editor Gary HoustonRel-
igion Department Chairman J.
Arthur Baird (who is also former
chairman of the College Union
Planning Committee) stated that
his desk is covered with the bro-
chures of possible candidates "with
impressive academic credentials"
in the event that Cooper would no
longer be teaching here next year.
The purpose of Baird's meeting
of Nov. 21 was to solicit opinions
from the department majors of
Cooper, which he found were over-
whelmingly in favor of the instruc-
tor as a teacher. (On Nov. 13 all
of the senior majors plus all but
two of the junior majors submitted
a letter to the Faculty Teaching
Staff and Tenure Committee indi-
cating their full support of Coop-
er.) When asked if his recommen-
dation to the Teaching Staff and
Tenure Committee was favorable
or unfavorable, Baird said, "I'm
afraid that, all of it considered,
I had to make a judgment which
was on the negative side."
Negative Evidence
Much of Baird's "negative evi-
dence" was based upon interviews
he held with department colleagues
based upon last year's experience.
Baird himself was absent that year,
being on leave. At the meeting
with department majors Baird said
that from his research he was
compelled to draw certain conclu-
sions about Cooper: He claimed
Cooper caused dissension in the
department, used and manipulated
students in order to apply pressure
to last year's department chairman
Eugene Tanner and to the faculty
Educational Policy Committee,
was arrogant in his general atti-
tude towards his colleague's speci-
al fields of expertise, and, most
spectacularly, was a "major cause"
of the nervous breakdown which
forced Tanner to resign as depart-
ment chairman this fall. (Tanner's
wife told VOICE that his stepping-dow- n
from the chairmanship was
in compliance with his doctor's ad-
vice after he learned of a heart
murmur last summer. Tanner is
expected to resume the chairman-
ship in two years.)
Budget Argument
Also in November, Acting Dean
Cropp suggested to Student Educa-
tional Policy Affairs Vice-Preside- nt
Bill Layman that Cooper could not
be retained out of purely budget
FACULTY FRUSTRATION: WHAT CAN BE
by Robert Walcott
Department of History
Year after year young scholars
of high intellectual caliber and
dedication to teaching join the
Wooster faculty. Why do they
come? Not for the salary, which
is hardly competitive with the first-ra- te
small college with which
Wooster likes to bo compared.
Rather it is because the small liber-
al arts college offers a challenge to
many of the top products of our
graduato schools: a chance to teach
small classes and really have an
impact on individual students, to
give a significant upper-leve- l
course of one's own, to carry on re-
search at a college where research
is respected and rewarded as
evidenced by Wooster's research-leav- e
program. And so they come,
every Fall: the best of them, ex-
cited; the very best, exciting but
fcdUU raise m salary) by the
ary considerations. In response to
a collectively-signe- d faculty letter
to the Tenure and Teaching Staff
Committee in support of Cooper,
committee-membe- r Clayton Ells-
worth told Frank 0. Miller that
Cooper's teaching ability and per-
formance was not at issue, but that
Cooper was originally employed as
an instructor with the understand-
ing that his stay here would be
temporary. This restated the argu-
ment with respect to the budget.
However, Baird had repeatedly
said that if Cooper goes, the De-
partment of Religion would have










Topics for discussions and
decision at the Jan. 22 faculty
meeting ranged from recom--
menaations ol the Educational
Policy Committee to research and
sabbatical leaves for faculty on
tenure. Also reviewed were a pro- -
after a few years it is often the
young teachers of that type who
are no longer at Wooster.
Some of the reasons for this sug-
gest themselves after comparing
conditions at Wooster as a senior
faculty member sees them with the
picture in a recent National Ob-
server "Factbook," The College
Scene Now, written by a Wooster
graduate, Jerrold K. Footlick, a
history major of some 10 years
back. After covering "The General
Scene" Footlick includes a descrip-
tion of Wooster among the "Eight
Kinds of Colleges," that are des-
cribed briefly in the second half
of the book. In his general chapter
on "The Professors" Footlick dis-
cusses the problem of teaching
versus research and suggests, in
his Wooster chapter, that Howard
Lowry found a "solution" for the
dilemma with his liberal research- -
acceptance deadline of Feb. 1.
The Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee consists of Acting Presi-
dent Drushal, Cropp, Winford Lo-
gan, Charles Moke, John Carruth
and Ellsworth. Drushal is the
chairman of the committee. Their
decisions became officially available
to the faculty up for contract re-
newal (43 in all) on Dec. 15. In
a recent meeting in his office, Baird
told Houston, Mclntyre and Lay-
man that if the students had not
"intervened" by writing letters in
support of Cooper to the commit-tee- ,
the committee would not have
extended any sort of contract re-
newal to Cooper. "They let him off
easy," Baird said. At this particu-
lar meeting, Baird refused to re
vise his original letter to the com-
mittee. "Burton's got to learn how
to take his medicine," Baird main-
tained.
AAUP Ratings
According to the AAUP (Ameri-
can Association of University Pro-fessor- s)
Bulletin of June. 1967.
the instructor at a church-relate- d
college may receive an average
(Continued on Page 6)
posal from the local chapter of the
American Association of Univer-
sity Professors, a motion concern-
ing Hellweek, an extension of our
relationship with Miles College
and proposals for new centers of
foreign study.
Under regular committee reports
the EPC proposed that a dual
grading system for the freshman
year be put into effect. Had the
recommendation passed, regular
letter grades would have been
available to the Office of the Deans
and to individual faculty advisors.
Upon request the freshman student
could obtain the grades for pur-pos- e
of counseling or transfer to
another school. However, only the
grades of "Pass" or "Fail" would
have been recorded on the tran-
script. It was hoped that such a
system would help give students
an alternative motivation to study
than that of grades and would en-
courage these students to complete
early difficult courses required for
graduation. However, the proposal
was quite soundly defeated.
Joseph Lawrence of the Soci-
ology Department felt that a main
faculty objection resulted from the
fact that there were a "number
of questions for which there were
not satisfactory answers." What
is the relation of the ungraded
year to others? How are honors to
be computed? Would students
work if not at least partially moti- -S JL"1S5
Also failing to gain approval
was an LPCJ proposal to start a new
program of summer study. The
system would have made it possible
(Continued on Pago 5)
leave program.
That program was, and is, ad-
mirable; the effects, disappointing
at least in the humanities. In
those disciplines little significant
research has been published by
Wooster faculty. One of our more
distinguished and pro ductivc
scholars left Wooster at the end of
last year. That he stayed for 17
years is a tribute to the college
and to that professor's loyalty to
it. That he left is an indication
of increasing frustration which
Warren Anderson was too discreet
to broadcast. With a little imagin-
ation Dr. Anderson could have
been given the flexibility in his
teaching and research that he
needed, and he might still be with
us. Footlick reports him as finding
the intellectual atmosphere here
"not as broad-base- d as might be











The issue is not Burton Cooper. The issue is The College of
Wooster. The issue is not yet student power in faculty tenure and
contract renewal. The issue is good teaching and academic freedom.
The issue is not dissension in the Department of Religion. The issue
is the possibility for a diversity of life-style- s on this campus. The
issue is not one passing incident of deliberate unfairness. The issue,
rather, is the pcculair tone and context we find ourselves with at
Wooster.
In its aggregate emotional scheme of sheer naivete, the College
lias never been able to understand that one cannot pride oneself upon
one's capacity to receive the new and the innovative without one day
being put to the actual test; and, having once received the new,
without one day being forced to give up something of the old. So
that either the College can accept good teaching in a man who will,
out of a sense of academic freedom, be critical of the College, or it
will look for good teaching on its own terms. In short, to employ the
metaphor of Mr. Baird, it will seek the man who is devoid of rough
edges, who will operate in his department (as in his classroom) like
a well-lubricat- ed instrument and who will look at his colleagues'
faces for the right way in which to vote during faculty meetings.
Such a man, one imagines, fitted in very well when Lowry was
running the show; indeed, he must fit in very well today, when
one notices how well his antithesis, someone like Cooper, does not
fit in.
VOICE ventured through the cubbyholes of this problem begin-
ning in the fall. In the name of the preservation of professorial
privacy, the college withheld as much information as possible. When
the faculty Teaching Staff and Tenure Committee was deliberating
upon Cooper and other faculty members, VOICE did not run an
article, let alone an editorial, about its activities because, we were
told, informing our readership of the situation would bring public
pressure to bear upon the committee. We were also told that such
pressure would adversely affect Cooper's chances. Therefore, if we
had printed an article simply explaining the situation, the committee
would have been intimidated and, opting in favor of bravery against
the pressure of the printed medium, would have voted contrary to
the direction from which they would construe the "pressure" to be
applied. So we remained silent temporarily. One can only say,
pathetically, that that's the nature of the place.
You must decide for yourself whether or not Mr. Baird's accusa-
tions (which are what they can only be termed) are true. Upon them
alone does the College's justification for the contract renewal terms
in question rest; More specifically, this means that individual mem-
bers of the Relisrion Department will have to rW.id wlwTiPr nr nnf
Cooper did cause departmental dissension to an intolerable extent,
that certain students will have to decide if they were, indeed, used
and manipulated, that Dr. Tanner will have to decide what the
major causes for his recent illness really were, and that all those of
us who have even had contact with Cooper will have to decide if we
ever discerned arrogance in his general attitude.
Yes. the College can claim that it is entirely Mr. Cnnnpr's
prerogative to stay or leave. It's
uui. aim uuiiuii vjuupci nao iciu,
whether or not it really knows what
164.) Did it take 17 years to dis-
cover that, or has the intellectual
atmosphere narrowed?
Certainly the leave program
helped keep Warren Anderson at
Wooster and helps attract some
of the ablest of the young recruits.
For them, however, it is a long
wait (five to eight years) for
tenure, then another four before a
research leave can be awarded.
My colleague in Russian history is
taking his first leave after 11
years, and our Africanist will have
to wait for about the same length
of time. Meanwhile the College has
a way of devouring its faculty
members; and the abler and more
dedicated, the more extreme the
claims on their time, their energy,
and their devotion. Why this
should be so is a question to which




done its job, its officials can say.
me --iuuege can aeciae ior liseii
it wants for its students.
DONE?
Dean Taeusch used to say that
his greatest hope was to cut down
on the time Wooster required of
its faculty over and above teach-
ing (research hardly every came
into it). Visitors on Wooster's
faculty are amazed at the time ex-
pended by the "natives" beyond
classroom duties and the usual pre-paratio- n.
Where does it go? To
say it was "busy work" would be
inaccurate. Wooster faculty are
"busy" most of their waking mo-
ments, but the best of them not
on trivia.
The answer can perhaps be
glimpsed in a comparison with
of all places Black Mountain Col-
lege. This was a small college
less than 100 students and about
25 teachers in the wilds of North
Carolina, so much more "radical"
both educationally and politically
(Continued on Page 5)
Page Two
A Weary Faculty . . .
The faculty meeting of Jan. 22, we who cannot enter have been
told, was long and tiring. In fact, we have been told, it was the
longest and roost tiring faculty meeting this year. Also, we venture
to guess, the very worst. Proposals were defeated, tabled, buried
in the bureaucratic maze which attends proposals being referred
"for further consideration" to faculty committees, and sabotaged
by adjournment. The EPC proposals for, respectively, a dual grad-
ing system and a new program of summer study both of which
hardly merited the doubts which killed them are cases in point.
Their defeats represent the guiding principle of.Wooster academia
which stands for resistance to change and innovation in the name
of responsible review.
An even more deplorable case
in point was the treatment of the
motion to endorse the recent
AAUP censure of Hershey in re-
sponse to the selective service di-
rector's recommendation that, in
effect, anti-dra- ft demonstrators be
reclassified. The character of the
means by which this motion was
shot down (see article, p. 1) speaks
for itself. The argument used in
opposition to the motion deserves
comment, however. In claiming
that a faculty endorsement in this
instance would open up a Pan-
dora's Box in throwing the faculty
into the national political arena
there is, of course, an assumption
involved: Namely, that what Her-
shey has done does not affect or
concern the institutions of higher
education. Horseshit.
The case of military recruiting
on college campuses is one ex-
ample. If a student who sets up an
alternatives table next to a military
recruiter on his college campus is
reclassified, does it not affect the
college? Properly speaking, as
noted in the adjoining letter to
The New York Times, such a stu-
dent is protesting against the col-
lege policy of permitting military
recruiters on campus, no matter
what ultimately may or may not
be behind the student's action
(such as anti-dra- ft or anti-wa- r sen-timent- s).
Evidently too many
people have forgotten that military
recruiters must ask for permission
to carry on their activities on a
college campus; they have in-
terpreted the military's presence as
a right rather than as a privilege.
uearly, when the selective service
operates in this manner, it intro
duces possibilities which constitute,
as the letter says, an intrusion into
Nw York, Nov. 23, 1967
To The Editor:
A numbtr of univtnititi havt strongly
protested Gontral Horshoy's dirortivo that
students who obstruct military recruiting,
Including that at university placeman
offices, should immediately bo reclassified
by local draft boards and conscripted.
Tho directive raises obvious constitu-
tional issues, involving guarantees of free
speech and due process; but these are
matters for its victims, their lawyers and
the courts, and concerned citizens. For
the universities It raises different and no-less-ser- ious
issues.
Tho universities' distinctive interest is
in rejecting such gross Intrusions into
their affairs as the Hershey directive. Uni-
versity placement offices are operated
solely as a convenience to students choos-
ing among jobs and careers. General
Hershey, however, considers military re-
cruiting under university auspices as a
Government matter that calls for the im-
position of governmental penalties.
Tho proper course for universities is
to suspend all military recruiting under
their auspices until the Government as-
sures them that nothing students do or
say about any university activity will
play any part in determining their draft
status. This stand Is necessary because
local draft boards' have considerable
freedom of discretion within broad guide-
lines set up by the Selective Service Ad-
ministration. The faculty of Columbia Col-
lege has already recommended this policy
to its university and the university has
responded.
.
Such a policy would cause marginal
inconvenience to some students. But it
would have the far more important effect
of demonstrating that universities intend
to resist this sort of intrusion into tho
academic community. It is obviously not
too early for the universities to take this
position on a wide variety of matters;
let us hope that it is not too late.
Lipman Bers, Vernon K. Dibble,
Robert Focelson, Peter B. Kenen,
Serge Lanc, Martin Moskowitz,
David Rotherman, Allan Silver,
Immanuel Wallerstein
Copyright 1967 by The New York Times
Company. Reprinted by permission.
strictly college affairs. The AAUP statement asked for censure of
Hershey, not a ban upon military recruiting on college campuses,
but the same issue is involved, and our faculty failed to pick it up
with respect to any but the most simplistic of its implications.
This is the same faculty which denied the Student Educational
Policy Committee any margin of participation in the planning of the
winter term (now a dead issue), which denied the students any say(aside from letters) in the decision-makin- g tasks of the Faculty Teach-
ing Staff and Tenure Committee, and which cynically scoffed the
idea of allowing VOICE editors to attend faculty meetings. One
wonders what is really feared the most: the exposition of student
power or of faculty weakness. Students do not wish to see their
mentors revealed in the nudity of incompetance, but if they are ever
given the opportunity to attain that vantage-point- , perhaps the
faculty members will begin to fulfill their collective function with
more thought and a greater sense of purpose.
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VOICE
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
In its issue of Jan. 12, VOICE
compiled and printed a questionnaire
for Wooster students to answer re-
garding the draft board incident (see
VOICE, Dec 14). We wish to thank
those readers who contacted us in
order to offer their criticisms of the
wording or nature of the question-
naire, and we wish to commend those
student readers who responded to the
questionnaire despite its admitted
shortcomings. However, because the
response was rather meager, we feel
that the SGA could and should do a
more thorough and effective ob at
running such a poll. We submit these
results, nonetheless, for your edifica-
tion. The number of answers given for
questions vary between 119, 120, and
121 principally because not all stu-
dents felt equally certain about how
to answer every question.
YES NO
1. Do you support the
actions of these four
students? 50
2. Did these actions con-
stitute a meaningful ex-
pression of disapproval
toward United States'
involvement in the Viet-
nam war?
3. Did these actions con-
stitute a meaningful ex-
pression of disapproval
toward the present
methods of the Selec-
tive Service?
4. Do you consider the
students' conduct to
have been orderly and
polite? 74
5. Was the sentence justi-
fied by the nature of
the crime? 51
6. Are you in sympathy
with the students who
maintained an around- -
the-cloc- k vigil outside
the jail?
7. Do you feel the invest-
ment of money and
men in Vietnam by the









letters To Tho Editor
Dear Mr. Houston,
We have resigned ourselves to
the fact that you are editor of
VOICE. Why don't you resign
yourself to the opinions of others?
Could this poll have any con-
nection with The Daily Record's
editor's answer to an overly emo-




Editor's Note: The letter referred to
above was written by VOICE Editor
Gary Houston and printed in the Dec.
16th issue of Wooster's The Daily
Record. In this letter, Houston criti-
cized The Daily Record's treatment of
the "press conference" held in Arming-to- n
Hall by students who were not in
sympathy with the recent draft protest
and the subsequent jail-hous- e vigil.
The editor's note following Houston's
letter suggested that a poll be taken
among the students in order to identify




Freshmen re-readi- ng Thoreau's
"Civil Disobedience" in prepara-tio- n
for the Lib Studies final may
have come across the following
statement. I reproduce Thoreau's
words here as a kind of comment
on the recent draft protest and its
aftermath.
When I came out of prison
... I did not perceive that great
changes had taken place on the
common, such as he observed
who went in a youth, and
emerged a tottering and gray-heade- d
man; and yet a change
had to my eyes come over the
scene, the town, and State,
and country, greater than any
that mere time could effect. I
saw yet more distinctly the State
in which I lived. I saw to what
extent the people among whom
I lived could be trusted as good
neighbors and friends; that their
friendship was for summer wea-the- r
only; that they did not
greatly purpose to do right; that
they were a distinct race from
me by their prejudices and
Friday, February 9, 1968
A True Tactician
Acting President Drushal recently sent an open letter to students
concerning the rights and accompanying obligations of free move-
ment and discussion. It seems to be a comprehensive general state-
ment of a policy which guarantees individual protest within a con-
text of civilized procedures. On one hand the College "will not tolerate
infringement of the right of movement, assembly, and free discussion
no matter what morality may be invoked in support of such infringe-
ment." This is indeed a strong statement, especially from an admin-
istration which implicitly emphasizes certain "moralities" in infring-in- g
student activities in areas of women's and parietal hours, church
attendance, drinking, etc. On the other hand the College cannot
support the actions of students who are so certain of the Tightness of
their beliefs and so impatient with "civilized procedures" that they
seek to restrict the expression of those who disagree with them. "This
kind of conduct is simply unacceptable not only in a community
devoted to intellectual endeavor but . . . in any decent democratic
society.
The letter is very carefully worded for a smooth flow of ideas.
We are initially reassured that rights nf YfYG.nvi n I ovnrocciAn urn
been taken for granted here. We are flattered that we as a student
body have a greater degree of insight and commitment than students
on many other American campuses. More important, the juxtaposi-
tion in paragraph four of "individual freedom" and "the normal
operation of the College" prepares us for the final discussion of in-
dividual obligations and restraint. Drushal thus attempts to shore up
in advance his argument about resDect for conventional nmiJurp kv
guaranteeing its continuance along with that of individual expres-
sion and protest. The emphasis is one the preservation of college
decorum, but, in his quote from President Pusey of Harvard Univer-
sity, Drushal extends the concept to "any decent democratic society."
What does this mean in a. soecific examnlf? Fnr instancA dimiTl
we applaud the four students involved in the nre-flirictm- ac Amft.
board "demonstration" for their protest within the framework of
respect for law and order? They did comply with "civilized proce-
dure" by completing the official forms requesting oral information.
Merely asking questions, the cooperated peacefully with police of-
ficers after the arrests on the grounds of tresspassing. Or should we
conaemn me iour oecause tneir individual expression did indeed con-
flict with normal procedure? Mrs. McSweeney, the draft board clerk,
wa sunable to continue her usual work, due to the nature nf tlie tn.
dents' questions. The four students failed to leave the building fol- -
lowing requests oora irom me muiding's owner and from the police.
As proved in court their presence was an obvious disregard of the
law against trespassing.
Drushal is right when he savs that
statement prompted his letter. At the time of the above "demonstra-
tion," several VOICE enquiries into statement proposals given to
Drushal by Dean Riggs drew only an administrative plea for more
time for legal consultation. The result was a restatement of the "long-
standing" policy of making no comment or announcement n limit stn.
dents involved in civil court cases.
In making this statement of non-stateme- nt theU - w uuttiitiit;i UtJVll
neatly side-steppe- d the dilemma of
did it? The statement, published in the last issue of VOICE, refers
oniy to comments during me trial itselt and to announcements of sub-seaue- nt
disciplinary action which miht be taken hv th CUrr it
says nothing about the College's later evaluation of the particulars
oi me crime and trial. Answering the above questions would not
serve primarily to make personal judgments about four individuals.
It would instead provide a concrete interpretation of the administra- -
tions own general policy in Drushal s letter. Fart two of the civil
court policy statement explains that the Deans review the case and
decide if any further action is necessary. What is necessary is a definite
evaluation of the nature of the protest made. Otherwise, the Drushal
letter will remain the ambiguous document it is. nnen to hnth nvprlv
permissive and overly restrictive interpretations.
superstititions, . . . ; that, in
their sacrifices to humanity, they
ran no risks, not even to their
property; that, after all, they
were not so noble but they treat-
ed the thief as he had treated
them, and hoped, by a certain
outward observance and a few
prayers, and by walking in a
particular straight though use-
less path from time to time, to





As a former university Professor
and Dean of Students, and as one
who realizes the vital function that
campus newspaper editors can per-
form in the academic community,
both as molders and as "weather-vanes- "
of student opinion, I take
this opportunity to solicit your
comments and suggestions concern-
ing the alienation of many student
activists from acceptable modes of
political participation.
I am troubled, and many student
leaders have expressed to me simi
lar concern, that the recent trend
of activities of many concerned
students is healthy neither for the
nation nor for the students them
selves. First, their activity can iso-
late those students from the decis-
ion-making process, thus de-
priving their representatives in
government of their counsel. Fur-
ther, their activity has lost much
of its utility and effectiveness, thus
depriving those of us who share
many long-rang- e goals with them
of their potential capacity for
mobilizing support on issues.
Lastly, I fear that some students
may suffer permanent alienation
from our society, an alienation
which can only deepen when they
confront the less-toleran- t, non-academ- ic
world.
The question is: what can be
done? From your position of lead-
ership, you can attempt to direct
their efforts into new and innova-
tive areas of activity which would
supplement the traditional modes
of participation, campaigning and
lobbying, but which would still lie
within our basic constitutional
framework. For my part, in my
public speeches at colleges and in
my private conversations with stu-
dent leaders, I have urged similar
innovation.
I pray that we may be success-








8:00 Peter Nero Concert
Memorial Chapel
9:30 Open TUB
10:00-Liv- e music, the Shack
TOMORROW




2:00 Open house, all
women's dorms





10:30 Scots on Ice Dance
Severance Gymnasium
(There will be ice skating all
day at the City Dep't of Re-
creation rink at Miller's Pond)
GLCA Expands
GAMBIEU, OHIO Four new
institutions of higher learning,
each located in Beirut, Lebanon,
have agreed to participate in thel
Near East Program of the Great!
Lakes Colleges Association.
Because of the new openings for
American students, deadline for
admission to the GLCA program
has been extended to Feb. 16.
In addition to the 25 places for
GLCA students at the American
University of Beirut, there are 10
openings at Beirut College for Wo-
men, the institution to which a
number of Sheiks of Kuwait and
Saudia Arabia send their daugh-
ters.
In both the Near East School of
Theology, mainly a graduate
school, but accepting under gradu-
ates, and Ecole Superieure des Let-tre- s
de Beyrouth, an extension of
the Universite de Lyon, there will
probably be as many places as
there are students interested and
qualified.
The Middle East Center for Ara-- b
i c Studies, nicknamed the
"British Spy School," has two or
three places for students interested
i n intensive Arabic language
courses. Students are housed with
Arab families and devote a mini-
mum of eight hours each day to
language study.
Robert H. Goodhand, associate
professor of French at Kenyon
College and administrator of the
GLCA program, has just returned
from Lebanon where he made ar- -
WOOSTER
HONDA
Come In and See the
Exciting New 1968
Models
Candy Apple Red Color
Save by Buying NOW
Avoid the Price Rise
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RECOGNIZED AS being one of
the foremost pianists in his
field, Peter Nero has a style
strictly his own which encom-
passes everything from pure
jazz to an ingenious use of
the classics. As one of the
most popular concert attrac-
tions in the world today, Nero
is an excellent arranger and
an accomplished composer as
well. He will appear in con-
cert tonight, in Memorial
Chapel, at 8:00. Tickets will
be available at the door.
rangements for participation of the
new schools. He says the experi-
ence at Near East School of Theo-
logy would be excellent for a re-
ligion major, particularly a pre-semina- ry
student, while the French
university offers an unique oppor-
tunity for a student to continue
studies in French and live in Mid-
dle Eastern surroundings.
In addition to increasing the
Beirut offerings of the GLCA pro-
gram, Goodhand started arrange-
ments for an exchange program
for professors and students.
For the first time the program
is being opened to students who
are not members of GLCA colleges
if there are not a sufficient number
of well qualified applicants. In-
terested GLCA students, to whom
first preference will be given,
should apply to the Non-Wester- n
Studies Coordinator on their cam-
pus. Those from other institutions
should contact Goodhand at Ken-
yon College, Gambicr, Ohio 43022.
GLCA is a group of colleges
and universities which has formed
an association to undertake pro-
jects, similar to the Near East Pro-
gram, which could not be man-
aged individually. Members are Al-
bion, Hope and Kalamazoo in
Michigan; Antioch, Denison, Ken-
yon, Obcrlin, Ohio Wcsleyan and
Wooster in Ohio; and Depauw,
Earlham and Wabash in Indiana.
The program is administered in
Lebanon by Anthony G. Bing, as-
sistant professor of English at Ken-
yon College.
VOICE Page Three
Former Director Examines Wooster Sports
E. M. "Mose" Hole, Ion- - -- time
Wooster basketball coach and ath-
letic director, devoted a recent
column in The Daily Record to
an analysis of physical education
at the College. He wrote in re-
sponse to the VOICE examination
of this department in its issue of
Jan. 12. Serving for 32 years as
basketball coach, Hole headed the
department between the years
1945 and 1964.
Staying with the main financial
concern of the VOICE article,
Hole in his article advanced two
major considerations of his own.
He stated that his original plan
for the new physical education
plant was more moderate than the
$2.5 million one currently in prog-
ress. Suggesting Ohio Conference
cooperation to lessen the. financial
burden on member schools, he
.specifically called for the elimina-
tion of two weeks' football practice
in September. The following article
is an elaboration of these and other
ideas growing out of a VOICE in-
terview with Hole.
In his article Hole stated that
"keeping Severance Gym active as
such was a part of the program I
had envisaged." He would have
kept the old gym for physical cdu
cation classes and intramurals,
making it possible for the new
building to be a lesser one. He
"felt that in fairness to all other
departments that a $2.5 million
enterprise was out of reason for
a college of Wooster's dimensions
and financial background." He
"had in mind getting the money
first and then building what you
could with it." According to him
the adopted procedure of fund-raisin- g
to complete a larger plan
has caused a situation in which
"the immediate future of the ful-
fillment of the total structure is
in jeopardy. The big donor for
the the rest of the building is not
in sight as far as I can learn."
(If all goes according to plan
Severance Gym will be phased out
as the new building is completed.
According to Robert Bruce, Chair-ma- n
of the Physical Education De-
partment, the old gym will still
be needed when phase one of the
new building is finished. Beyond
that the future of Severance is in
definite. With the completion of
both phases of the project the old
gym will probably be thrown open
to use by another department or
Professors Hits Hershey Note;
Board Reclassifies Student
NEW YORK (CPS) Three
hundred and twenty-fiv- e professors
from 32 law schools have come out
against Selective .Service Director
Lewis Hershey's memorandum to
draft boards that anti-wa- r and
draft demonstrators be reclassified
and drafted.
The professors signed a state-
ment supporting efforts by the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) to get the memo rescind-
ed. The ACLU has filed suits in
support of men classified under
the order and has asked college
presidents to urge the rescinding
of the order. Four student groups
have also filed a general suit
against Hershey asking for an in-
junction to stop enforcement of
the memo. That suit is expected to
be heard some time in February.
The list of professors signing the
statement included professors from
such law schools as Harvard, Co-
lumbia, Yale, New York Univer-
sity, Cornell, Rutgers, Wisconsin,
Duke and Michigan. Also on the
list are the Universities of Akron,
Alabama, California at Los Ange-
les, California at Davis, Houston,
Maryland, Montana, New Mexico,
New York at Buffalo, North Caro-
lina, Pennsylvania and Utah. Bos-
ton College, Boston University,
Brooklyn Law School, Catholic U.,
Duke, George Washington, Loyola
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Washington U. (St. Louis), and
Wayne State.
BARRIE RECLASSIFIED
One of the three male students
who participated in the draft board
incident in December has been
classified 1-- A, and another is cur-
rently being reviewed by the state
Selective Service board.
Bill Barric received word last
month that he is now 1-- A. He was
previously 2-- S. The New York City
Civil Liberties Union is advising
Barrie as to what steps to take.
Over the semester break Barrie
visited his board, Local No. 8 in
Yonkers, New York, and noted a
six-pag-
e statement in it from the
Wooster Selective Service' office. In
detail, it described the events lead-
ing up to and including his arrest.
Earlier this week, Barrie wrote
his board saying that if the 1-- A
classification is not a clerical error,
the only alternative explanation
would be that it is a result of his
anti-wa- r and anti-dra- ft activities.
He said he would continue to op-
pose the war and would not be
intimidated by Local No. 8, Yon-
kers. He concluded that he felt he
was acting in the national interest
and they were not.
Phil Pink, also involved in the
incident, is a registrant in the
Wooster board. His status is cur-
rently being reviewed by the state
board in Columbus.
The third of the three males, Al
Easley, maintains his 2-- S status.
He has had no indication from his
board of any upcoming change in
status.
Lily Horn has received no word
from the Selective Service as yet.
will be used for office sDace. Be
fore this, however, the building's
wiring, heating and plumbing will
have to be renovated.)
By not allowing any conference
football before the first Saturday
in October, Hole continued, each
school could probably ease their
financial burdens considerably.
This would eliminate two weeks of
practices. As Hole indicates "this
pre-scho- ol opening with 75-10- 0
boys eating and sleeping on cam-
pus, costs between three and four
thousand."
However, such an arrangement
to start the football season later
and cut the number of games from
9 to 8, would require an unusual
degree of Conference cooperation.
At present representatives of Con-
ference schools meet each year to
plan the football schedule of the
season four years in the future.
Since there are 14 teams in the
Conference and only nine games
in a given season, it is impossible
that each team will play all other
teams in one season. Most schools
schedule games with roughly five
Conference and four non-conferen- ce
opponents. Thus, even if the
Conference schools were to agree
to begin the season late, their de-
cision would have no effect on
common non-conferen- ce rivals such
as Akron and Ashland. These and
other schools would probably start
early anyway and have a two-wee- k
practice advantage over Confer-
ence schools. Thus, each school
would be unwilling to curtail its
own program for fear that other
schools would not reciprocate.
The same holds true in a more
general sense. Hole maintained
that the stress now is on profes-
sionalism. Particularly in football
each school tries to- - do the best in
terms of equipment, coaching pro-
cedures and playing technique.
And this involves money. For, said
Hole, "you have the feeling you
want to economize but can't be-
cause the others are doing more."
But we are still limited by the
money we have. "We are amateur
because we don't have the money
to be anything else."
Hole maintains that we must
not give up football because it of
all sports most develops in its
players important cooperative and
social values. However, Hole ap-
peared concerned that we main-
tain the balance he sees on cam-
pus between intramurals and foot-
ball and other intercollegiate
sports. He said, "A good intra-
mural program is just as good as
a good intercollegiate one."
(Editor's Note: Two corrections
are in order regarding the VOICE
physical education examination of
Jan. 12. The University of Chicago
does have a full program of inter-
collegiate sports, but, judging from
its student handbook, it places
more emphasis on intramurals. Mr.
Bruce's study into budgets at Ken-
yon, Mount Union, Oberlin, Ohio
Wesleyan and Wooster concerned
itself only with selected intercol-
legiate sports, not with total de-
partmental budgets.)
NICK AMSTER'S
Weather Vane - Forecast
Cofege Campus Sweepstakes
WINNER
GINNY WATSON, Holden Wing
(Merchandise Certificate Worth $26.00)
We hope you have not missed the opportunity ot win
one of over $400 in FREE Prizes that we have been giv-
ing away. But if you have, it is still not too late. But
don't miss your chance on the next prize. Next drawing,
Saturday, February 10.
Page Four
In the interest of greater com-
munications between the Woos-te- r
community and the Wooster
institution, we are printing be-
low the names and official ad-
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United States Student Press Asso-
ciation held its annual conference
of college editors here last week.
Over 500 editors from around the
country attended, including three
from Wooster. The theme of the
conference was "alternative futures
and present choices."
Highlights of the conference
included a variety of modes of
communications, an inter-person- al
simulation complex called Inter-system- s
Network, and a press con-
ference with Senator Eugene Mc-
Carthy of Minnesota.
In addition, workshops were
held on topics such as investiga-
tive reporting, chaired by Roger
Rapoport of the Michigan Dauy;
unstructured staffs, with Robert
Theobald leading the discussion;
and guerrilla theater.
Conference co-ordinat- or David
Lloyd-Jone- s also imported resi-
dents of Drop City, Colorado, a
small utopia-lik- e village, to explain
their alternative future.
The Wooster representatives,
Gary Houston, Paul Lewis and
Tom Miller met with counterparts
from around the country, exchang-
ing ideas on stories, finances, read-e- r
reaction, and administrative
censorship. A delegation from the
Chicago Literary Review, the
VOICE supplement, also attended.
At the press conference, Mc-
Carthy explained that if negotia-
tions with the enemy failed, he
would withdraw U.S. troops from
Vietnam. The press conference was
cut short due to sabotage tactics
perpetrated by outside agitators
led by Jerry Reubin and Ray
Mungo.
Paul Krassner, editor of the
Realist and society editor of Ram
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P. Bundy, Under Secre-
tary of State for East Asia and
Pacific Affairs, gave the Notestein
Lecture, Wednesday, on "East Asia
on the Move." He emphasized the
inescapable involvement of the
U.S. in the changing tapestry of
East Asian development.
Citing four developmental
trends, nationalism, desire for
popular government, economic
progress, and scientific develop-
ment, Bundy asserted that these
are also distinctly Western values
which are being pursued in East-
ern terms. Therefore the moderni-
zation of East Asia is a revolution
or renaissance in which the West
must play a prominent role.
He cited several individual suc- -
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DEMONSTRATORS display anti-wa- r sentiments outside the
Chapel prior to Wednesday night's Notestein Lecture.
Asian Trends Is Theme Of Bundy Address
William cesses in the process of moderni
zation: Thailand, Singapore, Ma
laysia, The Philippines, and In
donesia. These were successful be
cause of U. S. military presence.
Communism is no monolithic
threat but a parallel and mutually
reinforcing effort on the parts of
China, North Korea and North
Vietnam.
The U.S. policy, according to
Bundy, is to provide a situation
where the political system will not
be determined by force. The goal
is an "honorable and secure
peace," through constitutionalism
and reassertion of the 1964 Geneva
agreement.
Preceding the lecture, about 50
students demonstrated in front of
the chapel, calling for an end to
the war in Vietnam. Their position
Southeast Asia by the U. S., ex-
pressing the view that military ex-
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An article that first appeared
in a Los Angeles underground
newspaper, the Free Press,
and has been reprinted countless
times since, began with the words,
"Students are niprgers."
The writer's point was that
students are a repressed underclass
in much the same sense that black
people are. It's a point that is open
to argument from a great many
standpoints, but hardly from the
standpoint of the treatment of stu-
dents in the courts.
Historically students have been
able to make the essential first step
in seeking legal redress for action
taken against them by colleges or
universities that is, they've been
able to bet their cases heard in the
courts. Unfortunately, that's about
all they've been able to accomplish.
Judges in the past usually decided
student cases on the basis of broad
concepts such as that of in loco
parentis, or that of higher educa-
tion as a "privilege." And, not sur-prisingl- y,
they have decided
against the students in almost
every instance.
An opinion cited often as an
example of how courts have re-
sponded to student suits is the fol-
lowing, written by the Illinois Su-
preme Court in the cast of a stu-
dent who had been expelled for
not attending chapel at a state uni-
versity:
By voluntarily entering the university
... he (a student) necessarily surrenders
very many of his individual rights. How
his time shall be occupied; what his
habits shall be; his general deportment;
that he shall not visit certain places; his
hour of study and recreation in all these
matters, and many others, he must yield
obedience to those who, for the time
being, are hit masters ...
Although not all courts have
been so forthright about a stu-
dent's inferior status, until very
recently most of them have ac-
cepted the view that educational
institutions may dismiss students
at will, without employing any of
tlic procedures commonly associ
atcd with "due process" fair
hearings, citing of specific charges,
revealing the testimony of wit-
nesses, etc.
Students did not lose every ease,
however. In an article entitled
"Private Government on the Cam-
pus," which appeared in the June,
1963 issue of the Yale Law Jour-
nal, Martin Levine notes that in
the past courts ruled that expelled
students be readmitted. Typically
these eases involved graduate stu-
dents who most clearly stood to
suffer from being unable to finish
their course of study and typic-
ally the courts argued that students
and institutions stood in a contract
relationship to one another. The
basis of the ruling in such cases
would be that the institution had
failed to keep its part of the con-
tract.
There is a basic contradiction
in the contract interpretation of
student-institutio- n relations, as Le-
vine points out. It implies that one
party to the contract has general
authority for deciding whether or
not the other party the student
is fulfilling his part of the contract.
But it was probably more helpful
from the student's point of view,
than the in loco parentis interpre-
tation.
But in any case, until very re-
cently students couldn't expect
much help from the courts. Today,
though, the legal revolution that is
taking place in the field of civil
liberties is beginning to have some
effect on students' rights cases.
This change, however, is not
simply a reflection of shifting opin-
ions among judges as is often the
case when the courts begin to de-
velop a new stance in regard to a
major body of law, social realities
and shifts in public opinion arc
helping them along.
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MORE ON
Faculty Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
for a student to complete a maxi-
mum total of six courses (two
courses for each of three summers)
on his own time. Such a course
would have consisted of a list of
assignments and a syllabus given
to the student by the appropriate
professor in the spring. The re-
ceipt of a $10-$2- 5 fee would have
entitled the student to the course
and to a final examination upon
his return in the fall. Graded on
the basis of "Satisfactory" or "Un-
satisfactory," these courses would
have applied toward hours for
graduation and group require-
ments.
A main advantage of such a
program would have been an ex-
tension of independent study into
the summer for students who did
not wish to go to summer school.
It would also have allowed the
gifted student to have accelerated
toward an early graduation or
would have helped a slower student
keep up with his class.
However, the nature of these
courses would have precluded a
certain amount of the close con-
tact between students and profes-
sors for which Wooster is noted.
Also, the proposal did not call for
any additional faculty remunera-
tion for the extra work involved.
Its application to certain depart-
ments, particularly sciences, math
and languages, which require in-
tense laboratory work or repeated
professorial instruction, was un-
certain.
Responding favorably to other
EPC proposals, the faculty ap-
proved a Fifth Year Program for
Miles College graduates who qual-
ify as non-degre- e candidates in
further study before entering a
profession or graduate school. Ac-
cording to Dean Cropp the pro-
gram will allow Miles students to
"gear up for advanced study."
Their expenses would be under-
written by outside funds for which
Wooster and Miles would apply
jointly.
Also approved was a recommen-
dation making it possible for non-musi- c
majors to receive a half
hour credit per semester up to a
total of four credits toward gradu-
ation for participation in musical
organizations. Until now only
music majors have had this privi-
lege.
A major part of the meeting was
devoted to a lengthy discussion
of Hellweck. Members of the Studen-
t-Faculty Relations Committee
wished to determine general fac-
ulty sentiment on the issue as
background to an open meeting
of thc SFRC held Jan. 31. The
result in the faculty meeting was
a much-amende- d motion indicating
the faculty's disposition to abolish
Hellweek unless students could ex-
hibit good reasons for its continu-
ation. Major faculty objections (in
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"MAN AND PUPPET," Edward Hewett's
life-siz- e oil on canvas,, is one of the
most popular paintings in The Ashltind
Oil Purchase Prize Collection, now on
exhibit at the Fine Arts Center. Also in-
cluded in the display are other contem
porary paintings, and a collection of
"Glass from Czechoslovakia. The two
shows run through Feb. 23. The gallery's
hours are 9-1- 2 and 1-- 5, Monday through
Friday, and 2-- 5 on Sundays.
SFRC meeting) centered around
the illegality of the tradition under
Ohio hazing laws and its map
prbpriateness in a Christian col-
lege community which stresses
human dignity. Tabling the mo
tion, . the faculty appeared to re-
serve judgment until an evalua-
tion of this year's Hellweek could
be made.
Near the conclusion of the meet-
ing James Hodges of the History
Department and President of the
local chapter of the AAUP pro-
posed a motion "from interested
faculty coming out of discussion
sponsored by the AAUP." The
motion called for the faculty to
back the AAUP censure of Lt.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Director
of the Selective Service System, for
his letter urging denial of defer-
ments to those who violate the
System's regulations or "related
processes." During the ensuing dis-
cussion Winford Logan of the
Speech Department expressed his
concern over the situation, but felt
that it, was inappropriate for the
faculty as a body to become in-
volved in such an extra-academi- c,
political issue. He called for ad-
journment, after which interested
individuals could discuss the mo-
tion further. Logan left immedi-
ately after the meeting and in the
confusion which resulted no fur-
ther discussion was held.
The Committee on Research and
Sabbatical Leaves introduced re-
commendations that, according to
Cropp, would "update the leave
program under the pattern of the
existing leave system." Cropp
stated that the faculty "approved
in essence" the proposals, but
called for further committee study.
In other business the faculty
approved of the establishment of
a Great Lakes Colleges Association






(Continued from Page 1)
than Wooster that a comparison
might seem absurd. There is a
similarity, however. During its
brief career Black Mountain at-
tracted a series of remarkable, in
teresting (later distinguished)
people. What attracted them is
what attracts young teachers to
Wooster plus the fact that in a
community as small as B.M.C.,
with its academic head elected an-
nually and no board of trustees,
any educational innovation seemed
immediately possible.
Wooster is far from that degree
of freedom (or anarchy, depending
on one's viewpoint) ; but there is a
good deal of "faculty power" here
at Wooster. Elected faculty com-mitte- es
have wide powers to initi-
ate or at least recommend to the
faculty educational innovations; to
participate in the hiring, promot-
ing, and "letting go" (no one
speaks of "firing") of faculty; in
general to help determine the di-
rection in which the College can
move. Nor is such participation
limited entirely to older, tenured
faculty. The result has been a
sense or engagement among
many of the younger faculty. Able
and concerned, they get elected to
the key committees (on education-
al policy, presidential selection.
etc.) too many of them simul
taneously in some cases and find
their time eaten up.
Last year the Educational Policy
Committee did an extraordinary
fine job of working ud the "4-1.-- 4
plan" with "winter term," bringing
outside consultants to the campus,
stirring up the educational pot
(under the leadership of the aca
demic deans), and persuading the
I acuity to accept this far-reachin- g
innovation at least in principle
Then came the frustration. Depart
inental lines hardened. Interest
groups for whom the new plan
would mean rescheduling of extra-
curricular events of all kinds, old
Woosterians for whom the Wposter
of the '40's was good enough (if
not perfect), and in general every-
one for whom change presented
a threat rather than a challenge,
mustered the necessary votes to
defeat the proposal. The resulting
frustration for nearly half the
faculty that had worked hard and
looked forward to basic change is
difficult to over-emphasiz- e. From it
stems much of the "Waiting for
Godot" spirit of the academic year
mentioned in a recent chapel talk.
Another passage in Footlick's
book that is also relevant is his
description of the 399 courses,
which he calls "another of the
newest efforts, which at its best
can help overcome" some of the
problems of the small college. 399
courses are a splendid idea, they
allow for flexibility and innova-
tion but they also can lead to frus-
tration. The ablest young teachers,
with empathy for the students, are
the ones usually asked to give a
399. These are precisely the people
who are doing more than their
share of the educational enterprise
already. If they refuse; as they
probably should the students feel
frustrated. If they accept, they are
overburdening themselves still fur-
ther. Even if the topic is within
their field of research, a 399 will
not get their dissertation written
for them. In addition someone in
Galpin may say, "If Mr. X can
find time to give a 399 course, his
teaching load can't be too bad."
m
Fairgrounds
If in addition or as an alterna-
tive to a 399 he works up an in-
terdepartmental course for which
there is a need or simply because
such a course might be education-
ally worthwhile or even exciting,
he is in trouble all around. Such
a course will normally be approved
for one year only and as an ad-
dition to the normal load, and
limitation of the enrollment to rea-
sonable size for discussion will be
vetoed as too much of a luxury.
On the one hand the course will
end up too big for discussion;
while on the other, its popularity
will probably convince some of the
faculty either that the course is not
educationally respectable or that
it poaches on somebody else's pre-
serve.
Active young teachers thus find
themselves in trouble. They "don't
fit in"; there is "no room for them
in the department" (this is usually
when they transgress departmental
boundaries) ; or, more baldly, they
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WEDNESDAY AT 8:15 the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra
will give a concert in the Cha-
pel. Students will be admitted
free with a student I.D. Works
to be performed include Men-
delssohn's Fingal's Cave Over-
ture, Beethoven's Piano Con-
certo No. 3 in C minor, and
Rhapsody No. 1 by Enesco.
Marshall Haddock will con-
duct the Valentine's Day con-
cert. Pictured above is a vio-




turn for re-appointm- ent or promo-
tion comes up, the colleagues who
support them will often be outside
their own department or junior
teachers like themselves with no
seniority and little prestige. And
so back to the first paragraph of
this commentary and the circum-
stance (noted also by sociologist
David Riesman) that after a few
years the exciting, innovating tea-
cher is often no longer here. Is
this one of the "inevitable facts of
life at Wooster" or can something
be done about it? Something









know a good thing when
they see it. ThriftiChecks, for
example.
ThriftiChecks keep per-
sonal finances tidy pay bills
in a businesslike manner, by
mail . . . require no minimum
balance.
Personalized ThriftiChecks
are for people with a future.
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Page Six
Letters To Tho Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
Personal Deans
To the Editor:
Wooster has five personnel
deans. They are the Dean of Stu-
dents, the Dean of Men and his
assistant, and the Dean of Women
and her assistant. The question I
would like to raise is, why are
these deans so impersonal?
In all of the years I have been
at Wooster, I can vouch that I have
seen all of these deans where the
students are less than half a
dozen times. When I say "where
the students are" I mean the TUB,
the Shack, Zeitgeist, etc. Sure, you
see them in Chapel, sitting quite
removed from the students, or you
can visit them by appointment in
Galpin.
But the point is that this is the
wrong time and place to see people
who are here to work with the stu-
dent. Every freshman has his little
informal talk with the Dean. But
what communication is established
in a half-hour-or-le- ss interview?
The only other time a student sees
the deans is when he is in trouble.
This is exactly the time when a
Dean should know the student.
.
In the past years the adminis-
tration has come under fire from
the students with claims of every-
thing from inconsistent enforce-
ment of rules, to incompetence. The
image of "Galpindom" has often
been tarnished by the Wooster
Rumor Machine. I contend that
it is hard to malign someone whom
you respect. Respect can only come
through personal knowledge and
contact.
This all brings us around to
the role of the Dean. He is
both administrator and coun-
selor to the student, he should make
it both administrator and coun-
selor to the student. Yet as coun-
selor to the student he should make
himself more readily available to
the student. As a personnel Dean
who deals with the student, he
should strive for greater contact
with the student. I sincerely doubt
that the deans would be turned
away from the Shack or the TUB,
if they tried to enter.
I do not mean to say that our
deans are inaccessible or incom-
petent, but I do feel they could
more effectively execute their jobs.
There are many students who
could use counseling, or just a talk
with a dean, but shy away from
the formality of Galpin. Also, the
image of the deans would be
greatly aided if they would try
to develop a more personable
image, and this can only evolve
through personalness.
J. Arthur Seaman
(The writer is now studying in
Philadelphia.)
Old Testament of Chapel
To the Editor:
These are great Old Testament
times for our nation. There are
ominous signs of a coming, disaster
around us, one only needs to read
the newspapers to tell. Prophets
are springing up giving us warn-
ing, including Coffin, Carmichael,
and Swartzback, among others.
Similarly The College of Wooster
seems ripe for the age of prophets.
Within the last month, three chapel
speeches bare these prophetic re-
marks.
Burton Cooper, while talking
optimistically about the "can-be- "
of Wooster, strongly implied that
the distance separating the can-b- e
and the "is" is great. Much of
his hope was based upon what he
called the "new humanism" which
presumably is to narrow the gap
between the can-b- e and the is. The
question remains, in our present
power structure what indications
do we have of the presence of the
"new humanism"?
Jeff Mclntyre in his speech ex-
posed certain wounds jlvhich the
college is presently living with;
among them were: using church-- l
elatedness as a justification for
many of our social policies, and
not incorporating a "philosophy of
change" at Wooster in terms of
social and academic attitudes (this
in turn discourages potential col-
lege presidential candidates from
considering Wooster). His indict-
ment seemed neither pessimistic
nor optimistic; however, it was
clearly a warning.
John Jimison's talk on the other
hand was pessimistic. His "frustra-
tions" were caused by a certain
hopeless anguish about the college.
Mark Twain, upon being ac-
cused as a pessimist retorted,
"that's not true, I am an optimist
. . . who hasn't arrived." That
seems to be the position of many
of us. After all, where are the en-
couraging signs? Students remain
as impotent as ever; the school of-
fered a contract which was called
a kind of "slap in the face" to
Burton Cooper; another young
faculty member will probably leave
because he finds it difficult to teach
in such an atmosphere which dis-
courages men like Cooper; the
college seems to be in increasing
economic difficulty; and it is in-
creasingly difficult to attract a high
caliber student body.
These signs and more lead me
to the unhappy conclusion that in
a short while Wooster will lie
molding in its grave. (Perhaps by
next century it will become the
"Wooster campus" for Ohio State's
agricultural school.)
Like the prophets, I see ap-
proaching doom for Wooster. The
fact is, if this suicide course is to
be diverted, something drastic
must happen to make Wooster a
more appealing place in which to
teach and in which to learn. In
the last half of the 20th century
there is much to overcome which
cannot be readily changed. We
are in a small town, the dorms,
to say the least, are not enticing,
and our endowment is not over-
abundant. Yet these things can
and must be overcome or else
Wooster will die. Models have
been offered, suggestions made by
the younger faculty members, yet
nothing has happened since the
early reforms of the Lowry era.
How long can we hold out?
Faculty members, start asking the
students. Perhaps then we can
avoid the fate of Jerusalem.
William Layman
VOICE welcomes all letters
to the editor on topics of gen-
eral interest to the commun-
ity, however, we must make
the following stipulations: all
letters should be no longer







(Continued from Page 1)
salary increase of $490 (in terms
of the arithmetic mean or median),
a maximum salary increase of
$1,150, or a minimum increase of
$60. At The College of Wooster,
among the 43 faculty who came up
for contract renewal, a number of
instructors (who do not wish their
names divulged in print) each re-
ceived a salary increase to the
extent of $900 plus a promotion
to an assistant professorship.
Cooper told VOICE that he
found the renewal terms of a $300
raise with no promotion, after
three years as an instructor here,
to be unsatisfactory. When asked
if he would like to remain at Woos-
ter, Cooper replied affirmatively.
Cropp mentioned in his letter to
Cooper that the Teaching Staff and
Tenure Committee could review
Cooper's case once again.
There have been two significant
by-produc- ts to the development of
the present situation. Gunnar
Urang of the Department of Eng-
lish informed VOICE that he is
looking into the possibility of ob-
taining a position in another in-
stitution for next year; this would
be in response to what he considers
the patent injustice of the Cooper
case.
Perhaps even more significantly,
students have pledged so far a total
of $570 as a gift to Cooper in
order to compensate for the Col-
lege's contract renewal terms. The
gift was offered to Cooper in order
to induce him to stay at Wooster.
Cooper refused the money, how-
ever, saying, "The students do not
have to show me that I have their
support." Some students felt that
Cooper missed the point of the
gift, but Cooper was adamantly
against the idea.
Cooper began teaching at the
College in the fall of 1965.
FOR DRUGS
"Closest to the Campus"
PROFESSIONAL CAREERS IN CARTOGRAPHY
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U.S. AIR FORCE
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Must have completed requirements for Bachelor's Degree in-
cluding 5 hours college math. The required math must include
at least 2 of the following: college algebra, trigonometry,
analytic geometry, differential calculus, integral calculus, or
any course for which any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent
experience acceptable. Training program. Openings for men
and women. Application and further information forwarded
on request.
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR)
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Cards VALENTINES Candy
MINI BOOKS
Love Is a Special Way of Feeling
365 Ways to Say I Love You
Springs of Love
You're In Love, Charlie Brown
THE BOOK NOOK
201 East Liberty Street
"The satisfied senior worker,
with tenure, adequate salary, and
rational rules of promotion, is
unlikely to complain that the whole
enterprise is useless. He can be
privately vocal ; and on all matters
that are not essential to the essen-
tial business, the prestige and
growth of the college, considerable
authority of the tinkering is grant-
ed to the faculties, so . that it is
easy to gain their consent to every-
thing else. Meantime, a judicious
mobility and competition among
the younger workers guarantee
their good, behaviour. And since
in the expanding system the col-
leges are a seller's market, the stu- -
Friday, February 9, 1968
Goodman Analyzes Power Structure
Reprinted below arc excerpts
from The Community oj Scholars,
a book on the role of higher educa-
tion written by Paul Goodman:
"Administration is strong when
it can attach to itself the voting
senior faculty and also the official
student government and press, and
can see to it that neither teach-
ers nor students disturb the public
relations with the legislators or
donors. In effect, it is the genius
of strong administration to weaken
the community by keeping the tea-
chers out of contact with the stu-
dents, the teachers out of contact
with one another and with the
world, and the students imprisoned
in their adolescent subculture and
otherwise obediently conformist.
dents arc speechless as well as
being obedient by artificial selec-
tion.
"Most of our colleges being what
they are, I fear that many of the
best youth would get a better,
though very imperfect, education
if they followed their impulse and
quit; certainly many teachers
ought to be more manly even if
they risk getting fired."
IT'S TIME NOW TO
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by Suzanne McQueen '
Though warned against doing so, I tell this story of
my encounter with that strangely subtle art of physiognomy.
I tell this tale for the profit of those who would consider delv-
ing in that magic art. Even in such provincial towns as
Wooster there may be found prac-
titioners of that delicate art of
character reading.
Hidden on the town's main
street is the doorway to the habitat
of Rachel. Inside is a dark anony-
mous staircase which leads to Ra-
chel's place of business. My com-
panion in discovery and I went up
the stairs to a second door and
were met by an elderly man of
the Pawnbroker type who ushered
us in with quiet hushed words.
There was some scurrying of
gypsy-lik-e men with black curling
hair and brooms before Rachel
came in. The room was hung with
religious pictures, and one table
had a framed picture of Jesus, a
cross, and flowers.
' Rachel came in and allayed our
apprehension with, "Don't worry
about a thing, dears. You come
for a reading? Why, aren't you
both beautiful!"
She was extremely thin, even
emaciated, wore a long thin dress,
and peasant shoes. Her eyes were
very large and black and her hair
long and curly.
She had me sit at the table with
the cross and picture and looked
sharply at my face. She compared
my face with an etched portrait on
which were drawn many numbered
lines. She stared at the etching
and painted out patterns with her
finger and then began to tell me
what she saw.
"Oh, honey, you've got a very
good reading. You know the value
of good things, honey, like good
shoes, good eats, honey. And you
favor your mother honey, who is
a good woman, honey, she gives
away eats, even clothes she gives
away, honey. Yes, she is a good
woman, a fine woman. And honey,
your parents love you, honey, they
do all they can for you, honey,
the best there is they give to you,
honey. You've never been hungry
or gone without shoes, honey.
"And your friends, honey, you
have some good ones and some bad
ones, honey, and you know which
ones to trust and not to trust,
honey, 'cause you know what's
right, honey. And when someone
does something that you think is
wrong, honey, you tell them,
honey, because you know deep in-
side the truth, honey. And all the
good things will come to you,
honey, and you'll never want for
anything. You'll always have the
best good eats, good shoes, good
clothes."
She went on to make more
startling comments about my
health and love life and that of
those near me. Some statements
Garapus News Etoife
O Students over 21 who live in Ohio
are reminded to register to vote in their
local precincts by March 27 for primaries
held on May 7.
O A career information file was re-
cently established in the library. Persons
having materials they will contribute may
send them to Mrs. Cope of the library
staff. Articles, brochures, bibliographies,
booklets, etc. will be welcome.
O Dr. Simon Friedberg of the Dept. of
Physics at Carnegie-Mello- n will be on
campus Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb.
13 and 14. He will conduct lectures and
informal discussions concerning problems
in physics.
0 Students, faculty and staff members
of all GLCA colleges are eligible for low-co- st
transportation arrangements to and
from Europe this summer. The MS
Aurelia will sail from New York June 8
and a Boeing 727 will return from Lon-
don Aug. 29. Round trip cost is $300.10
and applications should be made to Mrs.
Donald Scahlett, Office of International
Education, Hope College, Holland, Mich.
OThe Second Annual All-Colle- ge bus
trip into the Amish land has been set
for Feb. 24, 9:30-3:3- 0 p.m. The bus will
leave from the Gymnasium. Participants
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
Tom and Jack1 , Loungo
STEAKS CHOPS SEA FOOD
COCKTAILS
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up on the Library Bulletin
OThe Ashland Oil Purchase Prize Col-
lection and an exhibition of "Glass from





Jane Graham: BLACK POWER USA, by
Lerone Bennett, Jr.-- p. 2. (with
drawing by Dave Suter)
Mary Creager: THE COMPLETE POEMS
OF MARIANNE MOORE p. 4.
Paul Hart: BLACK MUSIC, by LeRoi
Jones p. 6.
CLR IN ON-CAMP- US ISSUES ONLY
VOICE
ii
DR. HOWARD HONG, Profes-
sor of Philosophy at St. Olaf
College as he gave a lecture
last Thursday evening on the
"Rediscovery of Kierkegaard."
He emphasized this "redis-
covery" as concurrent with the
increasing self-awarene- ss of
the 20th century man.
varied from the truth, others were
amazingly accurate.
Rachel is originally from Italy
and has lived in Ohio most of her
life. She speaks Russian, German,
Italian, English, and Polish. You
don't have to be Jewish to have a
character reading by Rachel.
Distinctive Dining









IN CARRY-OU- T SERVICE
Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
5 to 7 p.m. All You Can Eat




Off Liberty St. (Rear)
145Vj E. Liberty St.
Helen Jeffrey, Owner & Operator
FAIR& FAlRyALSUTINE
If you're making a play for her heart,
be forewarned. Flirtations
have been known to turn into
serious affairs when the Valentine
is a fashionable one from
Mock Convention
Progress Report
The leaders of the five major
campaigns lor the April 27 re-
publican Mock Convention have
recently been announced by the
convention chairman, Dick Vodra.
Richard Nixon's representative is
Bill Palmer; Illinois Senator
Charles Percy's forces will b e
led by Doug Linton; Jinx Ham-
ilton and Sue Ziegler will organize
followers of Ronald Reagan; the
noncandidacy of Nelson Rockefel-
ler is headed by Chris Senior; and
George Romney's chairman is Tom
Page Seven
Turk. Some of the campaigns arc
already being set up, and all will
be going by early March.
While many of the state chair-
manships have been tenatively de-
termined, applications for these
positions will be accepted through
Tuesday. Among the states still
open are Ohio, Florida, Tennessee,
Minnesota, Kansas, West Virginia,
and 13 others.
Students interested in writing a
portion of the draft platform
should contact Dick Vodra. Some
of the issues to be presented in this
statement of Republican policy are
Vietnam, Civil Rights, the War on
Poverty, the economy, American










Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
ON THE SQUARE
It Doesn't Cost a Fortune
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15 More Diamond Watches Plus Several
Hundred Other Watches at Big Savings.
40 Diamond Rings at Big Savings
Extended Payments Up To 13 Months If Desired.
Mention Steing This Ad and Gel a 10 Additional
Reduction on Any of These Bargains.
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 E. Liberty Opposite Newberrys
Wooster, Ohio
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Van Wie Scored
For Poor Conduct
After Wooster's 85-8- 3 overtime
loss to Baldwin-Wallac- e last week,
coach Al Van Wie "put on a dis
play of sportsmanship that he
didn't learn in the Boy Scouts."
This was the conclusion of a news
article in the Baldwin-Wallac- e Ex
ponent.
"After the game," the article
continues, "Van Wie retired to
his office to watch the video tape
of the game. It looked like the
Fourth of July, with Van Wie's
red face contrasting his white
shirt, and the blue words he was
mumbling under his breath.
"When asked if B-- W had im
pressed him, he snorted: 'B-- W al-
ways impresses me. They have the
best talent m the Ohio conference.
The interview was then abruptly
terminated when the irate coach
pivoted, and grabbed a passing
referee ...
"
'That was the worst same vou
have ever worked on this court,'
shouted Van Wie, as he backed the
shorter official into the wall. The
coach poked his finger closer and
closer to the referee's nose and
shouted louder and louder into
his ear. Van Wie's temper tantrum
climaxed an exciting night
..."
In an adjoining feature by Ex-
ponent sports editor Rich Bren-
ner, Van Wie is described as "a
man who looks like a large version
of Woody Allen with the temper of
Red Auerbach
..." After a des-
cription of Van Wie's commentary
on the video tape replay, Brenner
concludes: "Things should be
looking brighter, though, for Van
Wie. The Scots are getting a new
gym, and Van Wie still has his
video tape recorder to play with.
"One thing, Al. The referees will
be the same. Their whistles won't




Although they broke four school
records, the Scot swimmers could
not mass enough points to defeat
Baldwin-Wallac- e. The final score
in the dual meet held here Feb.
3, was 53-5- 0.
Freshman Bob Viall's time of
2:23.2 for the 200-yar- d breast-strok-e
not only puts him below
the national qualifying time, but
also breaks the school and pool
records for that event. Pete Fine-froc- k
bettered his own school rec-
ord for the 200-yar- d backstroke
with a new time of 2:14.7. Bob
Bruce's time of :23.5 for the 50-yar- d
freestyle tied the old school
record.
The final record to fall was the
school record for the 400-yar- d free-
style relay. The Scot relay team
(Jim Thomas, Lee Harris, Fine-froc- k
and Bruce) swam the event
in 3:34.1. This time, however, was
still not good enough to win the
event or the meet for Wooster.
Scot Dunlap, swimming in com-
petition for the first time this year,
took two firsts in the 1000 and
500-yar- d freestyle events. Fine-froc- k
and Bruce each took another
first, in addition to their records,
in the 200-yar- d individual medley
and the 100-yar- d freestyle respec-
tively.
Tomorrow the Scots take on
Denison in their last home meet.
Hi ' ) V Ax
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Despite two record-breakinf- f
performancesa by Artie Wilson and
Husrh Ruffine. the Scot indoor
track team finished a distant third
in a trianeular meet at Ashland
last Saturday. The Scots, com-
peting in their first meet of the
season, totaled only loi points,
far behind second place Baldwin-Wallac- e
(6912) and victorious
Ashland (97).
Wilson bettered the school mark
in the 300-var- d dash with a clock
ing of 32.2 seconds, good for sec-
ond place in the meet. Ruffing, who
hnished third in the 1000-yar- d
run, broke the school record in that
event with a time of 2:22.
The onlv event in which the
Scots placed two men in the tOD
four was the high jump. Ken Nor- -
ns grabbed second place with a
leap of 6'-0- ", and Jim Jardine
finished right behind him in third
place, jumping 5'-10- ".
The local thinclads took two
other thirds. Freshman Ed Mikkel- -
sen ran the two-mil- e in 10:14.3,
while the 1600-yar- d relay team of
Brian rJIackwell, Wally Calloway,
Wilson and Ruffing, had a time of
3:19.5.
Other Wooster members who
placed were Leonard "Moxie" Mil.
ler, a fourth in the mile (4:45.1),
Lalaway, a fourth m the 440-yar- d
run (55.7), and Chuck Noth. a
fourth in the pole vault (ll'-0")- .
Another school record was bro
ken Friday night at a special Fed-
eration Meet in Columbus. Ken
Norris sprinted the 60-yar-d dash
in 6.4 seconds to establish a new
standard for that event. He also
leaped 6'-0- " in the high jump.
Two other Scots comoeted in the
Columbus meet. Chuck Noth en- -
tered the pole vault, and Nancy
Reid ran in the women's 440-yar- d
run tor the first time in competi-
tion.
Coach Bob Laffertv's team
heads for Hiram tomorrow for its
second meet. Field events start at




GAME: ROOSTER 74, OBERLIN 65
Wrestlers Beat B-- W,
Even Meet Record
by Jon Lind
The Scot wrestlers attained a
minor milestone Tuesday after-
noon when they beat Baldwin-Wallac- e,
22-1- 6, for the first time. After
a poor start in the lower weight
classes, the Scots swept all but the
unlimited class in a surge of
Dower not fremientlv witnesspn.r..- - j j
this season. In doing so, Wooster
evened its dual meet record (3-3- )
and gained a well-deserve- d psy-
chological boost.
The turning point in the Scot
fortunes came when freshman
Doug Clough gained a tie in the
137-lb- . division. Mo Rajabi fol-
lowed with a pin with 2:19 re-
maining in the 145-lb- . match.
From here on Wooster prevailed,
with Don Hatch overpowering a
slippery opponent and Steve Lynch
and Don Black managing near
pins. Jeff Nye was an easy victor
in the 177-lb- . and Ed Smith, after
some hesitation, came off victori-
ous in the 197-lb- . match.
The match was thus firmly in
the Scots' grasp, and the final
match, in the unlimited class, was
of little consequence even though
it went to the Yellow Jackets.
Wooster's next meet will be on
Tuesday at Mt. Union, followed




SCOT GUARDS Larry Hackenberg (with ball) and Tom Dinger
start a Van Wie-styl- e fast break against Baldwin-Wallac- e.
Below left, Tom Beeching and Rich Thompson (50) show strong
ball control.
Scot Streak Snapped At Ten,
Team Falls To B-- W, Kentucky
The longer a winning streak gets, the harder it is to keep
the streak intact; at least that's the way it seemed to the Scot
basketball team. They stretched their unbeaten string to 10
games wnn a victory over tiope, then came to an abrupt halt
k un, nanus ui uaiuwm-- w uiiaui;
and Kentucky Southern.
Wooster's 79-7- 4 win against
Hope, played on the losers' court,
was a tense affair, with the margin
of victory coming only in the final
three minutes. The Scots broke a
70-7- 0 tie with 4:13 left and went
into the lead for good on a 20-foot- er
by Tom Beeching. A Dinger-le- d
fast break put the margin at
six as the Flying Dutchmen could
not break a Scot stall.
The key factors in the victory
were a marked improvement in
the execution of Coach Al Van
Wie1 s run-and-sho- ot offense and an
improvement in the Dlav of the
J
Wooster front line: Beeching,
"vvv.uu, Beit- -"Vll-
1
zel and Thompson hit for 45 points
and pulled11J down 34 rebounds.1 j
Instrumental in Hope's play was
potential All-Americ- an Floyd
Brady. He scored 29 points (below
his 32-poi- nt average) and got 18
rebounds, but was only 11 for 31
from the floor (36), also below
his average.
An overflowing crowd saw a
favored Baldwin-Wallac- e team get
all it could handle at the hands
of the Scots for the 44-minu- te re-
gulation time period. The Scots
staged several rallies and finally
WOOSTER 79
FG FGA FT FTA R Pfs
Beitzel 6 13 0 1 11 12
Thompson 8 12 0 0 17 16
Beeching 8 13 1 2 6 17
Hackenberg 2 10 0 2 4 4
Dinger 11 23 4 7 4 26
Bone 1 3 2 2 3 4
McHargh 0 1 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 36 75 7 14 45 79
HOPE 74
Pelon 4 9 2 3 8 10
Brady 11 31 7 13 18 29
Van Huis 6 13 5 5 16 17
Utzinger 0 4 0 0 2 0
Rympa 9 22 0 3 4 18
Schreiber 0 4 0 1 4 4
Adolphs 0 3 0 0 1 0







We Grow Our Own
tied the game, 76-7- 6, on a free
throw by Hackenberg with 17
seconds remaining.
The overtime period, however,
saw the walls come tumbling in on
the Scots' winning streak, as they
were outrun, outshot, and came off
on the losing end of an 85-8- 3 score.
Wooster's only bright spot was
the continued improved play of the
front line. Beitzel was consistent
throughout the game, hitting on 10
of 18 from the floor for a Wooster-hig- h
23 points. Thompson was the
game's high rebounder with 14
and scored 14 points on shortjumpers. Beeching's play was es-
pecially valuable in the first half
as he helped keep the Scots in the
game. The sophomore forward
finished with 18 points.
A crowd of only 20 saw the
Scots turn in perhaps their most
dismal performance of the season
as they dropped a 91-8- 4 decision
to a seemingly second-rat- e Ken-
tucky Southern team. But even sec
ond-rat- e teams can play good bas-
ketball on occasions, as the Falcons
(7-- 8 overall) proved by taking
a 41-3- 0 halftime lead. Tim Jackson(20 points in the first bain anA
Richard Hushes M2
sparked the Falcons, scoring on a
variety of long set shots.
BALDWIN-WALLAC- E 85
FG FGA FT FTA R Pis
Johnson 12 18 2 2 11 26
Harriger 2 7 2 3 7 6
Hopson 8 15 1 4 8 17
Fletcher 0 4 0 0 3 0
Allerton 7 15 4 4 5 18
S. Mack 11 o 10 2Scott 5 10 3 4 1 13
Zeigler 0 1 1 14 1Morris 0 1 2 2 2 2
TOTALS 35 72 15 21 45 85
WOOSTER 83
Beitzel 10 18 3 5 8 23
Thompson 8 18 6 8 14 22
Beeching 7 13 4 5 6 18
Hackenberg 3 9 1 2 4 7
Dinger 3 11 4 7 5 10
Bone 1 2 11 3 3TOTALS 32 71 19 28 50 83
KENTUCKY SOUTHERN 91
FG FGA FT FTA R Pts
Jackson 12 18 1 2 6 25
Wainscott 2 5 1 1 3 5
Kennedy 1 6 1 1 7 3
Bates 3 7 7 8 2 13
Hughes 10 23 5 6 5 25
Kinman 3 9 14 14 3 20
TOTALS 31 68 29 32 26 91
WOOSTER 84
Beitzel 6 9 1 2 15 13
Thompson 10 19 3 3 12 23
Beeching 2 10 6 7 6 10
Hackenberg 3 7 1 7 4 7
Dinger 8 19 8 11 4 24
Bone 1 3 4 4 5 6
McHargh 0 0 1 2 1 1
TOTALS 30 67 24 30 47 84
mm mm mm ama
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WOOSTER-IN-VIENN- A
This is the ninth session of the Wooster in Vienna program. Over 250 students from
the College and sixteen other schools have participated in this linguistic, cultural exper-
ience. The actual program is limited to travel' in German-speakin- g countries; however,














S3, S4- - Intermediate German, 6 semester hours
S5, S6- - Composition and Conversation, 6 semester hours
S7, - The Drama, 3 semester hours
S12 - Fine Arts, 3 semester hours
Residence with breakfast provided in private homes
Noon dinner in Palais Kinski (official home of Inst. )
Supper refund for opportunity to sample Viennese restaurants.
Weekend on the RAXALP at the Semmering Pass; Austria visit to
Kloster Melk, fine Baroque Monastery (outdoor theater in monastery
garden to conclude tour); Duerrstein, prison of Richard the Lion-hearte- d;
Salzburg,- - home of Mozart, with theater production of
JEDERMANN by Salzburg Festival cast;' sidetrips to KO NIGS SEE;
visit to Hitler's mountain retreat, ADLERHORST. Budapest, Hungary
Life in the center of cosmopolitan Vienna. 1
Variety of concerts such as free organ recital each Wednesday in St.
Stephan's Cathedral, concerts in the Rathaus, operettas and choirs.
Chances for friendly contacts with Viennese families, visiting students,
Institute staff.
Four days in West Berlin.
Four days in East Germany (new itinerary, 1968).
Visits to Byreuth, Nuernburg, Muenchen.
Travel with small, congenial group and sympathetic leaders.
$1245.00 New York-Paris-Berlin-Vienna-Paris-- New York
$ 22. 00 refund for return fare from Vienna to Paris
30 AS (Austrian shillings) or $1. 25 refund for evening meals (Drinks
are not included in, over-a- ll fee)
Depart: June" 17 by air from Kennedy to Paris
Sleeper train to Berlin, Bus to Vienna.
Instruction: July 1 - August 23, eight weeks
Independent travel, August 23 - September 4
Depart: September 4, Paris for New York.
Write to William I. Schreiber, Director
German Summer School









STRASBOURG VIENNA INSERT FOR FEBRUARY 9 ISSUE OF
WOOSTER-IN-STRASBOUR- G
This program is designed for students who are seriously interested in studying
abroad, and who have previously studied French.
COURSES
OFFERED
- French composition, conversation and grammar
- Contemporary French drama
- Contemporary French history and politics
- Contemporary French painting and music
Residence at the College Lucie Berger
Meals at the University cafeterias or in city restaurants
Attendance of concerts, folk dances and festivals
Visits to museums, the Council of Europe and local industries
such as breweries and refineries
Meetings and discussions with international students
Excursions in Alsace, Germany and Switzerland
6-- 8 credit hours
Lectures by some of France's best professors
Small language classes adapted to your needs
Individual tutoring and personal help always available from
the program's co-direct- ors: Mr. & Mrs. Wilkin of Wooster
and Mile Pont of Strasbourg
Constant practice in speaking French
Invitations to visit French families arranged by the directors
Reasonable fee of $1075.
June 17 - June 24
June 24 - June 28
June 28 - July 1
July 1 - August 17
1 week in Paris
4-- 5 days in a French family
week-en- d in Lausanne, Switzerland
7 weeks in Strasbourg
August 18 - September 4 2 12 weeks of independent travel
For further information and application forms see, write, or call:
Mr. David J. Wilkin
French Department
The College of Wooster
Wooster, Ohio 44691
Applications due by March 15, 1968
College phone:
264-12- 34 Ext. 403
Office
Kauke 242
(see other side)
